Wireless Vacuum Cleaner

Instruction Manual
Model SV HH1
Please read the manual careful before using the product for the first time.
Please retain the manual for future reference.
Please use the product in accordance with this manual.
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Safety instructions
1.

As this is an electrical product, please follow the instructions carefully to avoid electric mishaps or shocks.

2.

If the power cord or the machine has any obvious damage please stop using the vacuum immediately.
Please do not attempt to dismantle the product or carry out repairs. Never attempt to open or tamper with the
battery in any way. Any repairs must be carried out by a qualified technician.

3.

Ensure the vacuum and its charger are not exposed to damp or moisture. Exposing them to moisture or damp
may result in electrical shock or damage to your product.

4.

Ensure that no ashes, lit cigarettes, embers, flames or any hot material are sucked up by the vacuum or that
such materials are put in close proximity to the vacuum or charger. Failure to do so may cause fire and/or
irreparable damage to your vacuum as well as endangering human like.

5.

Ensure that no glass, sharp objects, water or other kinds of liquid are sucked into the vacuum. Failure to do
so may cause the vacuum to short circuit or damage the filter or other internal parts of the vacuum.

6.

Please ensure that the packaging material is disposed of correctly. Ensure that young children are not
allowed to play with or handle the packaging material. Failure to do so can result in hazards such as younger
children choking.

7.

Please ensure that only the charger provided is used. Failure to do so may result in damage or other hazards.

8.

The charger should be disconnected when the product is in use.

9.

If there is obvious damage to the product itself or the charger and power cable, or if the product has been
disposed of, please do not use the product.

10.

Please do not expose the vacuum cleaner to extreme weather conditions (e.g. snow, frost, rain etc.). For
general maintenance like cleaning out the vacuum, cleaning filters or replacing filters please ensure that the
battery is removed from its socket and the charger is unplugged.

11.

Please ensure that the charger and power cable are stored carefully to avoid any damage to them. It they
become damaged in any way please replace them immediately

12.

Please ensure that children are supervised at all times if they are in close proximity to the vacuum. Children
may not recognize obvious dangers.

13.

Although there is a filter screen, the product may still discharge a small amount of dust. Ensure that children
do not inhale exhaust air from the vacuum. Breathing in exhaust air from the vacuum may cause respiratory
illness in children. Please keep children away from the product during use.

14.

Please don't sit or stand on the vacuum cleaner or allow the vacuum cleaner to fall.

15.

Ensure that the vacuum cleaner is used for normal vacuuming activities within the scope of a hand held low
voltage vacuum cleaner. Always ensure that the filter and dust-storage chamber are in place correctly. Never
place articles or objects that can obstruct the air outlet or prevent the air from exiting the machine.

16.

Please ensure that the product is never put near a heat source such as ovens, cooking hobs, electric or wood
burning stoves etc.

17.

If the product is delivered to any third party for use, please ensure that the manual is included.
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Product components

Oval brush

Power indication light
Dust chamber
Power button – Hold for 3 seconds
release button
Dust chamber

Battery holder

Pet brush

Battery holder release
button

Flat nozzle

Charger plug in point

Main parts
Flat nozzle
The flat nozzle is suitable for cleaning “hard to get to” places and difficult corners. It is particularly useful for
cleaning around car seats, behind armchairs and couch cushions etc.
To attach the flat nozzle, insert the tail and slide it in gently and until it is firmly installed in place.
Oval brush
The oval brush is suitable for general cleaning of surfaces including items like keyboards, lamp shades etc.
To attach the oval brush, insert the tail slide and it in gently and until it is firmly installed in place.
Pet brush
The Pet brush is suitable for lightly grooming cats & dogs to remove loose and shedding hair.
To attach the Pet brush, insert the tail and slide it in gently until it is firmly installed in place.
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Operating the vacuum
Removing and inserting the battery
To remove the battery. Press the battery holder release button and slide the battery backwards away from the
vacuum.
To insert the battery. Slide the battery into place ensuring that the electrical contact points on the battery are
aligned with the electrical contact points in the vacuum opening that receives the battery. Gently pressure should
ensure the battery clicks home and locks in place.
Caution:
Please ensure that the charger is disconnected from the mains electrical outlet before any disassembly of the
product or its parts take place.
Battery charging
To charge the battery plug the charging cable into the rear of the vacuum as shown in (Diagram A ).
The mains cable from the charger should be plugged into a regular electrical outlet (100-240V-50/60Hz).
The indicator light will come on to show that charging has commenced and that charging is in process.
The battery should fully charge in 3.5-4 hours.

(Diagram A)
Caution:
Please use the charger included with the vacuum or if another charger must be used please ensure it has the same
technical parameters. This is important to prevent any hazards.
Please ensure that the first time the battery is charged that it is charged fully (we advise 5 hours). This will ensure
that the maximum charging capacity is reached and will improve the longevity of the battery.

Product operation
How to operate
Please empty the dust chamber before each use.
Press the power button and hold until the vacuum turns on.
Press the power button again to turn off the vacuum. Please make sure the vacuum is turned off before
attempting to empty the dust chamber.
Press power button and hold
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Cleaning the vacuum cleaner
Ensure the vacuum is turned off and that the charger is unplugged from the mains outlet and from the vacuum
cleaner.
Caution:
Please don't expose vacuum cleaner to extreme weather conditions (e.g. – rain, snow etc.).
To clean the external body of the machine, the external part of the dust chamber or the internal parts of the dust
chamber. A slightly damp cloth may be used to rub these parts.
Ensure that no water or cleaning fluids are allowed to flow into any part of the vacuum cleaner. DO NOT place
any parts of the vacuum in a dishwashing machine for cleaning.
Do not use any corrosive or abrasive cleaning materials or cleaning agents as they could damage the synthetic
surface of the vacuums body.
Ensure that the

vacuum is completely dry before inserting the charger cable into the charger plug in point

Cleaning the dust chamber and filter
Ensure the vacuum is turned off and that the charger is unplugged from the mains outlet and from the vacuum
cleaner.
Please empty the dust chamber after each use. We suggest emptying the dust chamber carefully into a bag to
prevent fumes or dust being released into the air.
Turn off the vacuum cleaner using the power button.
Hold the vacuum in a vertical position with the handle at the top. Hold down the dust chamber release button
with one hand while holding the dust chamber with the other hand. The dust chamber will come away from the
body of the machine. Remove the filter by simply sliding it out of the dust chamber.
(There is a dust-blocking flap inside the suction port, which prevents dust from leaking out of the dust inlet port)
The dust chamber can be emptied into a garbage can or other appropriate disposal vessel.
Your vacuum has a stainless steel filter. Clean the filter using fresh running water. A sponge or other soft
material may also be used. Allow the filter to air dry thoroughly before placing it back into the dust chamber.

Product operation and parameters
Caution:
Use only fresh water to clean the dust chamber and filter. Do not use soap or other cleansers. These may damage
or clog the stainless steel filter. If the filter or dust chamber become damaged, they should be replaced as soon as
possible.
Please ensure that the filter is placed back into the dust chamber after drying is complete. The dust chamber
can then be clicked back into place to connect it to the main body of the vacuum.
Always ensure that the filter is in place correctly before the vacuum is operated.
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Technical specifications

External dimensions of complete
machine

400mm*110mm*12 5mm

Net weight/ gross weight of product

2.4lbs/3.7lbs

Dust holding capacity

0.5L(MAX)

Battery types and specifications

14.8V 2200mAh Li

Charging time

3.5-4H

Rated power

100W

Rated voltage

14.8V

Adapter input

100V-240V 50/60HZ

Adapter output

DC 19V 780mA

Vacuum Pressure

6.5Kpa

Sweepovac.com
For all enquiries,please email-service@sweepovac.com
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